
ONLINE TOOL
SUBSCRIPTION

ADAPTED DOLCH WORDS
WORKBOOK (TEACHER)

BRIDGE LIST CARDS (STUDENT
SET)

ADAPTED DOLCH WORDS
CARDS (TEACHER SET)

ADAPTEDDOLCH WORDS
WORKBOOK (STUDENT) 

BRIDGE LISTS WORKBOOK
(TEACHER) 

ADAPTED DOLCH WORDS
CARDS (STUDENT SET)

BRIDGE LISTS CARDS (TEACHER
SET)

BRIDGE LISTS WORKBOOK
(STUDENT)

Offers access to the Adapted Dolce Words and
the Bridge Lists anytime, anywhere with
internet connection; multiple viewing options
available to meet instructional goals. The
online tool also allows the creation of digital
notebooks used during intervention. Call the
office for pricing 801-448-1025. 

Presents the Adapted Dolch Words in isolation
and in sample sentences for easier learning,
includes practice sentences, word boxes, sign
recognition and multiple choice tests, answers,
and student answer forms. Intended to
accompany the Adapted Dolch Word Cards and
Videos (found on the online tool).  
 

English phrases requiring American Sign
Language (ASL) signs/concepts for
comprehension. Sets include 265 phrase cards,
579 sign phrases, preprimer through the third
grade. Words printed on card fronts; NO sign
cues on card backs to enable student practice.
(Available in Spanish)  

The Dolch Words adapted with ASL concepts
for the visual linguistic system. Sets include
214 word cards, 510 signs, preprimer through
third grade. Words printed on card fronts; sign
cues on card backs. (Available in Spanish).  

Presents the Adapted Dolch Words in sample
sentences for easier learning. Includes
additional practice sentences, word boxes, sign
recognition and multiple choice answer forms.
Intended to accompany the Adapted Dolch
Word card sets and Videos (found on the online
tool).  

Presents the Bridge Lists in insolation and in
sample sentences for easier learning.Includes
additional phrase boxes, sign recogniton and
multiple choice sets, answers and student
answer forms. Intended to accompany the
Bridge Lists Cards and Videos (found on the
online tool).  

The Dolch Words adapted with ASL concepts
for the visual linguistic system. Sets include
214 words cards, 510 signs, preprimer through
third grade. Words printed on card fronts; NO
sign cues on card backs. (Available in Spanish)  

English phrases requiring American Sign
Language (ASL) signs/concepts for
comprehension. Sets include 265 phrase cards,
579 sign phrases, preprimer through the third
grade. Words printed on card fronts; sign cues
on card backs. (Available in Spanish) 

Presents the Bridge Lists in isolation and in
sample sentences for easier learning. Includes
additional phrase boxes and sign recognition
and multiple choice answer forms. Intended to
accompany the Bridge List Cards and Videos
(found on the online tool). 

Cost: $76.00 Cost: $64.00

FAIRVIEW CATALOG

Cost: $56 Cost: $36 Cost: $76

Cost: $64 Cost: $56 Cost: $36

PRICES EFFECTIVE MAY 2023 



PHONEMIC AWARENESS GUIDE
WITH FLASH CARDS

STARTER PACKAGE 

CLASSROOM ESSENTIALS
PACKAGE

STUDENT PROGRESS
NOTEBOOK 

TEACHER PACKAGE 1 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 

FAIRVIEW LEARNING CENTERS
KIT

CLASSROOM/STUDENT
PACKAGE

MULTIPLE MEANING MINI-
CARD DECKS

A shortcut to the phonemic code! Includes 12
mini lessons, flash cards, and reference chart.
Makes the 21 short and long vowel patterns
and 21 consonant sounds visually and easily
accesible to assit word decoding. 

Teacher card sets: Adapted dolch Word
Cards & Bridge Lists Cards (sign cues on
card backs)
Phonemic Awareness Guide with Flash
Cards
Online Tool Subscription - Contact Office
for Pricing 

8x10 Bridge List Notebook 
5x7 Multiple Meaning Word Notebook 
2x3 Student Progress/Single Meaning
Vocabulary Notebook

Set of 3 White notebooks essential to
classroom implementation. These notebooks
are used/created by students on a daily basis
for all words and phrases they are learning
either through direct instruction, while reading,
or across the curriculum.

*DIGITAL VERSIONS NOW AVAILABLE ON THE
ONLINE TOOL!  

Provides instructions and assessment tools to
implement the Fairview components which
include the Adapted Dolch Words, the Bridging
Process and Reading Comprehension,
Phonemic Awareness, Literature-Based
Instruction, ASL Development and
Spontaneous Written English. 

Teacher Card Sets: Adapted dolch Word Cards
and Bridge Lists Cards (sign cues on backs) 
Teacher Workbooks: Adapted Dolch words and
Bridge Lists
Phonemic Awareness Guide with Flash Cards
Student Progress Notebook 
Online Tool Subscription: Contact Office for
Pricing 

Teacher Card Sets: Adapted Dolch Words
Cards and Bridge Lists Cards (sign cues on
card backs)
Teacher Workbooks: Adapted Dolch Words
and Bridge Lists 
Student Card Sets:  Adapted Dolch Words
Cards and Bridge Lists Cards (NO sign cues
on card backs)
Student Workbooks: Adapted Dolch Words
and Bridge Lists
Phonemic Awareness Guide with Flash
Cards
Student Progress Notebook  

Provides imaginative foundation for the student-
centered classroom. Includes 12 games/centers, 4
Adapted Dolch and Bridge Lists Multiple Meaning
playing cards(mini-card decks), the Phonemic
Awareness cards, the Fairview game board,
playing dice, alphabet and playing  tiles, 8 Fairview
fly swatters, and tic tack toe baord to jumpstart
teacher and student creativity.  

Student Card Sets: Adapted Dolch Words
Cards and Bridge Lists Cards (no sign cues
on card backs). 
Student Workbooks: Adapted Dolch Words
and Bridge Lists  

The most common Adapted Dolch and Bridge
Lists multiple meaning on small card decks (1x2
inches) which can be used as playing cards for
classroom games and centers. They are
included in the Fairview Game Box or can be
purchased separately. (please specify decks
and quantity) 

Cost: $58.00 Cost: $290.00

FAIRVIEW CATALOG

Cost: $193 without online tool 
Cost: $179.50 with online tool 

Cost: $363 without online tool
Cost: $335.80 with online tool 

Cost: $51.75 Cost: $11.50 per deck  

Cost: $41

FAIRVIEW PACKAGES

Cost: $200 

Cost: $563.00 without online tool
Cost:$518.00 with the online tool  

PRICES EFFECTIVE MAY 2023 



COMPLETE FAIRVIEW
WEBINAR TRAINING

MORPHOLOGY UNIT 

ONLINE TUTORING

ON-SITE 3-4 DAY TRAINING  

LESSON PLANS 

TEACHER COACHING 

NEW TRAINING OPTION
COMING SOON! STAY TUNED
FOR MORE DETAILS COMING
THE 23-24 SCHOOL YEAR 

TEACHER GUIDES 

The Complete Fairview Training is essential for
successful implementation of the Fairview
Learning Program. The Fairview materials are
ssupplemental to the actual Fairview strategies
which are ONLY taught by Fairview Learning
iduring the complete training. The Fairview
Training takes you through 14 live modules
broken up however works best for each
group/school. Each module is about 1.5 hours
long. For more information click on the
"Trainings" Tab under resources or reach out to
us at 801-448-1025 or
lleary@fairivewlearning.com to schedule a
Fairview Presentation to go over our training
and program 

This package consists of 38 morphology
mini-lessons. There is a comprehensive
scope and sequence to follow. Each mini-
lesson consists of a detailed teacher guide,
a Google Slide presentation to be used in
the classroom with students and all
support materials students need to create
their own morphology lesson binder. 

The Fairview Learning & Coaching Online
Tutoring Program is a totally customizable
form of tutoring. Your student will be tutored
by Owner/CEO and Master Trainer Trish Vierra.
These sessions will range from 30 - 60 minutes
depending on your student’s needs. Prior to
beginning this tutoring, Trish will go through
and assess what it is that your student actually
needs. We then schedule these sessions to fit
YOUR NEEDS. These sessions will take place via
zoom. 

Our On -Site Fairview Learning typically only
takes place during the summer. It is the exact
same 14 module training done in 3-4 days
instead of being broken up module by module. 
Please reach out to our Fairview offices at 801-
448-1025 or lleary@fairviewlearning.com for
more information or to schedule a Fairview
Presentation to go over our training and
program. 

 Lesson plans and workbook pages for both
Early Steps and Next Steps. Our Next Steps
Lesson plans are high interest low level
chapter books. 

Additional coaching is offered as well!
These additional sessions are for Fairview
trained staff only. These sessions can
include 1 on 1 lesson observation and
feedback, Q& A sessions with Trish, etc.
Further teacher coaching happens typically
year 2 of implementation and any years
following. These sessions are customizable
depending on your needs and our
recommendations.  

These teacher guides go along with the next
steps lesson plans and basal readers. They
are detailed step by step teacher guides
and story markups showing multiple
meaning words and bridge phrases. The
pricing for each of these is PER TEACHER.
G1 March - G1 End available, more to come
soon!  

If you are interested in
purchasing, please email Lydia
Gulla at
lleary@fairviewlearning.com or
give her a call at 801-448-1025
and let her know what it is you
are looking to purchase. From
there she will email you a quote.
Once that quote is approved,
we will move forward with the
order.  

Cost:Reach out to office for pricing
due to travel costs 

FAIRVIEW CATALOG
TRAINING OPTIONS

Training Cost (when purchased along with
the complete training): $399.99
Training Cost (when purcahsed after the
full training): $452 
Morphology Materials (PER TEACHER):
$449.99 

Early Steps Lesson Plans (level AA - D) - ($49.99 per
teacher) 

The workbook pages for these can be purchased
with the Emerging Reader Workbook 

Early Steps Emerging Reader Workbook - ($49.99) 
This workbook comes in a digital format. With the
one time purchase you are able to copy and use
with multiple students. 

Next Steps Chapter Books Lesson plans & workbook
pages ($199.99 per teacher)

These chapter books are Grade 2 Reading level,
middle/high school interest level. 

Cost: $75 per 40 minute session 
*discounts available depending on duration of tutoring
and how many sessions! Reach out to Lydia for an
accurate discount & quote* 

Cost: $6750 + required materials

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS

G1 March Stories - $35 
G1 End Stories - $28

Cost: 

 

Cost:Reach out to Lydia at
lleary@fairviewlearning.com for
pricing 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

PRICES EFFECTIVE MAY 2023 

HOW TO ORDER


